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December, 10 th 2015 External geometric errorsExternal geometric errors

(Non(Non--systematic)systematic)

Geometric Errors & Correction 

Internal geometric errorsInternal geometric errors

(Systematic)(Systematic)
What and why ?

forward motion of 

the spacecraft 

Ground control point

• A ground control point (GCP) is a location on the surface of the
Earth (e.g., a road intersection) that can be identified on the
imagery and located accurately on a map .

• The image analyst must be able to obtain two distinct sets of
coordinates associated with each GCP:

• image coordinates specified in i rows and j columns, and

• map coordinates (e.g., x, y measured in degrees of
latitude and longitude, feet in a state plane coordinate
system, or meters in a Universal Transverse Mercator
projection).

• The paired coordinates (i, j and x, y) from many GCPs (e.g., 20)
can be modeled to derive geometric transformation coefficients.
These coefficients may be used to geometrically rectify the
remote sensor data to a standard datum and map projection.

Toposheet (MAP) Registration Map to Image

Image to image
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Spatial Interpolation

•• ThisThis typetype ofof transformationtransformation cancan modelmodel differentdifferent kindskinds ofof distortiondistortion
inin thethe remoteremote sensorsensor data,data, includingincluding::

•• translationtranslation inin xx andand y,y, scalescale changeschanges inin xx andand y,y,

•• rotationrotation,, andand skewskew..

– where x and y are positions in the output-rectified image or map,
and x′ and y′ represent corresponding positions in the original
input image.
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Input - Output Output - Input 

• When all operations
are combined into a
single expression it
becomes:

Polynomial equations be fit to the GCP
data using least-squares criteria to
model the corrections directly in the
image domain without explicitly
identifying the source of the distortion

a) The logic of filling a rectified

output matrix with values from an

unrectified input image matrix

using input-to-output (forward)

mapping logic.

b) The logic of filling a rectified

output matrix with values from an

unrectified input image matrix using

output-to-input (inverse) mapping

logic and nearest-neighbor

resampling.

Output-to-input inverse mapping

logic is the preferred methodology

because it results in a rectified output

matrix with values at every pixel

location.

root-mean-square error
• Using the six coordinate transform coefficients that model distortions in

the original scene, it is possible to use the output-to-input (inverse)
mapping logic to transfer (relocate) pixel values from the original distorted
image x′, y′ to the grid of the rectified output image, x, y. However, before
applying the six coefficients to create the rectified output image, it is
important to determine how well the coefficients derived from the least-
squares regression of the initial GCPs account for the geometric distortion
in the input image. The method used most often involves the computation
of the root-mean-square error (RMS error) for each of the ground control
points.
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where:

xorig and yorig are the original row and column coordinates of the GCP in the

image and x’ and y’ are the computed or estimated coordinates in the original

image when we utilize the six coefficients. Basically, the closer these paired

values are to one another, the more accurate the algorithm (and its coefficients).
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The goal is to fill a The goal is to fill a 

matrix that is in a matrix that is in a 

standard map standard map 

projection with the projection with the 

appropriate values appropriate values 

from a nonfrom a non--

planimetric image.planimetric image.
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Pixel value interpolation

• Intensity (pixel value) interpolation involves the extraction of
a pixel value from an x′, y′ location in the original (distorted)
input image and its relocation to the appropriate x, y coordinate
location in the rectified output image. This pixel-filling logic is
used to produce the output image line by line, column by
column.

• nearest neighbor,

• bilinear interpolation, and

• cubic convolution.

• The practice is commonly referred to as resampling.

Nearest Neighbor

simplysimply toto assignassign eacheach correctedcorrected pixel,pixel, thethe valuevalue fromfrom thethe

nearestnearest uncorrecteduncorrected pixelpixel ..

• ADVANTAGES:

– Output values are the original input values. Other methods of resampling tend to
average surrounding values. This may be an important consideration when
discriminating between vegetation types or locating boundaries.

– Since original data are retained, this method is recommended before classification.

– Easy to compute and therefore fastest to use.

• DISADVANTAGES:

– Produces a choppy, "stair-stepped" effect. The image has a rough appearance relative
to the original unrectified data.

– Data values may be lost, while other values may be duplicated. Figure shows an input
file (orange) with a yellow output file superimposed. Input values closest to the center
of each output cell are sent to the output file to the right. Notice that values 13 and 22
are lost while values 14 and 24 are duplicated

Bilinear
• The strategy for the calculation of each output
pixel value is based on a weighted average of the
four nearest input pixels. The output image gives a
natural look because each output value is based on
several input values. There are some changes
occurred when bilinear interpolation creates new
pixel value. .

ADVANTAGES:

Stair-step effect caused by

the nearest neighbor

approach is reduced. Image

looks smooth.

DISADVANTAGES:

Alters original data and

reduces contrast by

averaging neighboring

values together.

Is computationally more

expensive than nearest

neighbor.
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Cubic
• Assigns values to output pixels in much the
same manner as bilinear interpolation,
except that the weighted values of 16 pixels
surrounding the location of the desired x’,
y’ pixel are used to determine the value of
the output pixel.

ADVANTAGES:

Stair-step effect caused by 

the nearest neighbor 

approach is reduced. Image 

looks smooth. 

DISADVANTAGES:

Alters original data and 

reduces contrast by 

averaging neighboring values 

together. 

Is computationally more 

expensive than nearest 

neighbor or bilinear 

interpolation

Coordinate Systems, Geodesy and

Map Projections

• Coordinate systems - (x, y) coordinate systems

for map data

• (1) Global Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) for the whole earth

• (2) Geographic coordinates (f, l, z) 

• (3) Projected coordinates (x, y, z) on a local area of the 

earth’s surface

• Geodesy - the shape of the earth and definition

of earth datum

• Map Projection - the transformation of a curved

earth to a flat map

Geographic Coordinate 

Systems

Latitudes and Longitudes

Global Cartesian 

Coordinates (x,y,z)O

X

Z

Y

Greenwich

Meridian

Equator

•
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Shape of the Earth

We think of the 

earth as a sphere
It is actually a spheroid, slightly larger in 

radius at the equator than at the poles

For the earth:

Major axis, a = 6378 km

Minor axis, b = 6357 km

Flattening ratio, f = (a-b)/a 

~ 1/300
(approximately 0.003353)

SPHEROIDS (ELLIPSOIDS)

Latitude (f) and Longitude (l) defined using an Ellipsoid, an ellipse rotated about an axis

Geoid

The geoid represents the gravitation

field of the earth

The shape of the earth looks really

'distorted

earth's shape is usually displayed

by ellipsoids

• The reference ellipsoid
surface (a map of average 
sea level). 

• The reference geoid surface 
(a mean sea level surface). 

• The real surface of the 
Earth (the ground) also 
called the topographic 
surface. 

DATUMS

A datum defines the position of the spheroid relative to the center

of the earth.

A datum provides a frame of reference for measuring locations on

the surface of the earth.

It defines the origin and orientation of latitude and longitude lines.

Selected

Ellipsoids 

and Datums

Source: http://maic.jmu.edu/sic/standards/datum.htm
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Earth to Globe to Map

Representative Fraction

Globe distance

Earth distance 
=

Map Scale: Map Projection:

Scale Factor

Map distance

Globe distance 
=

(e.g. 1:24,000) (e.g. 0.9996)

Geographic and Projected Coordinates

(f, l) (x, y)

Map Projection

Projections Preserve Some 

Earth Properties

• Area - correct earth surface area (Alberts Equal 

Area) important for mass balances

• Shape - local angles are shown correctly 

(Lambert Conformal Conic)

• Direction - all directions are shown correctly 

relative to the center (Lambert Azimuthal 

Equal Area)

• Distance - preserved along particular lines

• Some projections preserve two properties

Classes of Map Projections 

Equal area, or equivalent projection

Maps that show distributions or other phenomena where showing

area accurately is important

Ex: Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection

Conformal projection

When the scale of a map at any point on the map is the same in any

direction, the projection is conformal. Meridians (lines of longitude)

and parallels (lines of latitude) intersect at right angles. Shape is

preserved locally on conformal maps.

navigational or meteorological charts

Ex: Mercator and Lambert Conformal Conic projection.
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Equidistant projection

Accurate distances from the center of the projection or along given

lines. used for radio and seismic mapping, and for navigation

Ex: Equidistant Conic projection and the Equirectangular

projection.

Azimuthal or zenithal projection

Accurate directions from a given central point. used for aeronautical

charts and other maps

Ex: Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area projection

A map projection may combine or compromise properties of shape,

area, distance, and direction, within some acceptable limit

Classification based on developable surface

Because maps are flat, some of the simplest projections are

made onto geometric shapes that can be flattened without

stretching their surfaces. Common examples are cones,

cylinders, and planes.

Each contact is called a point (or line) of tangency

The contact point or lines are significant because they define

locations of zero distortion. In general, distortion increases

with the distance from the point of contact

Conic - good for East-West land areas

Cylindrical - good for North-South land areas

Azimuthal / Planar - good for global views

Conic Projections

Conic projections result from projecting a spherical surface onto a cone.

Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC) Projection

Retains conformality.

Distances true only along standard parallels;

reasonably accurate elsewhere in limited regions.

Directions reasonably accurate.

Distortion of shapes and areas minimal at, but

increases away from standard parallels.
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Cylindrical Projections

Transverse Oblique
Tangent Secant

Cylindrical projections result from projecting a spherical surface onto a cylinder. 

Mercator
Directions along a rhumb line are true, Distances are true only

along Equator. Areas and shapes of large areas are distorted

Transverse Mercator
Distances are true only along the central meridian. distances,

directions, shapes, and areas are reasonably accurate within 15°

of the central meridian.

Oblique Mercator
Distances are true only along the great circle (the line of tangency

for this projection), or along two lines parallel to it. Distances,

directions, areas, and shapes are fairly accurate within 15° of the

great circle

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Projection

Divide the surface of the Earth into 6 degree zones with a central

meridian in the center of the zone. UTM zone numbers designate 6

degree longitudinal strips extending from 80 degrees South latitude to 84

degrees North latitude.

UTM is a conformalconformal projection, so small features appear with the

correct shape and scale is the same in all directions. (all distances,

directions, shapes, and areas are reasonably accurate ).

Azimuthal 

Mathematically projected on a plane

tangent to any point on globe. Polar

aspect is tangent only at pole.
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Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Projection

Areas on the map are shown in true

proportion to the same areas on the

Earth

Directions are true only from

center point

Distortion of shapes increases

away from center point.

Map is equal area but not

conformal, perspective, or

equidistant

Used to map large ocean areas.


